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1.Introduction

With the development of wireless network and the progress of embedded sensors technology, there are many sensors embedded in people’s smart devices, such as microphone, camera, temperature sensor, light sensor, and positioning sensor. In addition, the popularity of smart phones has given birth to a new kind of sensing network model—mobile crowdsensing. In the mobile crowdsensing network, people with smart devices can use the popular smart phones to collect data to complete various sensing tasks. As shown in Figure 1, we consider a mobile crowdsensing network consisting of task publishers, task platform, and task participants with smart devices. Task publishers publish their own tasks on the task platform and pay a certain fee to the platform. The task platform selects qualified personnel to participate in the sensing task and gives certain reward to motivate the participants. Finally, the task platform transmits the collected data to the task publisher, and the sensing task ends. Compared with the traditional sensor networks, mobile crowdsensing network has prominent advantages due to its wide coverage and low sensing cost [1]. Therefore, it has great potential in completing large-scale and complex sensing tasks as a new sensing mode and also has great advantages in social networking [2–4], medical treatment, environmental monitoring of a certain area, and transportation [5–9].

Although, compared with traditional sensing networks, mobile crowdsensing networks can save the cost of purchasing professional sensors and deploying professionals, it takes time and energy for smart phone participants to participate in sensing tasks. At the same time, smart phone participants sharing their sensing data may reveal their privacy, including location, interests, and identity.

With the rapid development of smart phones and wireless communication, mobile sensing has become an efficient environmental data acquisition method capable of accomplishing large-scale and highly complex sensing tasks. Currently, participants want to collect continuous data over a period of time. However, the number of participants varies widely in some periods. In view of this application background, this paper proposes a new incentive mechanism of extra rewards: premium and jackpot incentive mechanism (PJIM), and a new participant selection method based on time window: participant selection for time window dependent tasks (PS-TWDT). In the PJIM, the platform divides the time period of sensing tasks according to the time distribution of task participants and adopts different incentive strategies in different situations; at the same time, it introduces the prize pool mechanism to attract more participants to participate in the sensing task with fewer participants. In the PS-TWDT, we design a participant selection method based on dynamic programming algorithm. The goal is to maximize the data benefit while the sensing time of the selected participants covers the task time period. In addition, the updating strategy of participants’ credit value is added, and the credit value of participants is updated according to their willingness to participate in the task and data quality. Finally, simulation experiment verifies that the incentive mechanism and participant selection method proposed in this paper have good performance.
Therefore, how to motivate participants to actively participate in the task, complete the task, and successfully submit sensing data is essential. The task platform must have better compensation measures to compensate the participants and drive the crowdsensing task.

In the practical application of mobile crowdsensing, many sensing tasks have certain requirements for the continuity of sensing data, for example, pollution monitoring, traffic monitoring, and noise monitoring in a certain area in recent days or weeks. This kind of sensing tasks needs a long time of continuous monitoring; it cannot be completed by a single participant alone, so it needs multiple participants to cooperate. At the same time, it involves participation in different time periods of the day. Since most participants in a certain region have the same living habits and rest rules, the time periods for participants to participate in the task are relatively concentrated. Some time periods have more participants and some time periods have fewer participants. For example, in a continuous day of sensing tasks, the number of participants at daytime is redundant, and the number of participants at night is insufficient. However, the existing incentive mechanism research does not specifically analyze the participation time period. In order to solve this problem, the platform needs a reasonable incentive strategy to ensure that sufficient participants are involved in the task over a continuous period of time. At the same time, in the practical application of mobile crowdsensing, after ensuring that enough participants engage in the sensing task, the task platform puts forward certain value requirements for the collected data. And these tasks require participants to collect continuous sensing data for a period of time. This task related to the time window puts forward higher requirements for the participant selection method.

The key contributions of our work are summarized as follows:

1. In this paper, the specific task sensing time is divided, and a prize pool mechanism is proposed to attract participants by offering high rewards to those who have less time to participate. In the task, an optimization algorithm based on dynamic programming is proposed to select participants, and then an extra reward mechanism is proposed. It is based on the participation time of each participant to carry out different incentive strategies.

2. A time window related participant selection strategy is proposed. This mechanism mainly includes designing a participant selection method based on dynamic programming algorithm. The goal is to maximize the data benefit while the sensing time of the selected participants covers the task time period. In addition, the updating strategy of participants’ credit value is added, and the credit value of participants is updated according to their willingness to participate in the task and the data quality.

3. The proposed incentive mechanism ensures that there will be enough participants to participate in the sensing task, and the participant selection strategy is to select the appropriate participants to meet the task requirements from enough participants. These two parts of work provide a complete working mode for the task platform.

2. Related Work

Research on incentive mechanism in crowdsensing: In [10], Zhao et al., in order to preserve the privacy of task participants and not to ignore the data quality of task participants, propose a privacy-preserving and data quality-aware incentive scheme, called PACE. In particular, data quality consists of the reliability and deviation of data. In [11], Nie et al. apply a two-stage Stackelberg game to analyze the participation level of the mobile users and the optimal incentive mechanism of the crowdsensing service provider using backward induction. In order to motivate the participants, the incentive mechanism is designed by taking into account the social network effects from the underlying mobile social domain. In [12], an incentive mechanism (RTM) based on reputation and trust is proposed for the negative impact of selfish nodes in mobile crowdsensing. This paper analyzes the reputation incentive mechanism and trust incentive mechanism and constructs an incentive model, which is divided into user selection model and reward incentive model. In [13], Zhong et al. study the stage incentive mechanism of mobile crowdsensing and divide the incentive process into two stages: recruitment stage and sensing stage. In [14], Chen et al. proposed an incentive mechanism based on stochastic game for the existing incentive mechanism without considering the uncertainty and probability of user behavior. In [15], two incentive mechanisms are designed from two aspects of participants and
task release platform by using bidding game method, and two different system models are used to achieve the effect of user incentive. The paper [16] aims to design an incentive mechanism to maximize the utility of the platform under certain budget conditions. In [17], Feng et al. propose an incentive mechanism called TRAC, which focuses on the position of participants when assigning tasks. In [18], Li et al. design two incentive mechanisms, QUAC-F and QUAC-I, based on the difference in the sensing information level of participants under the condition of ensuring the maximization of platform utility. In [19], Zhan et al., considering the time characteristics of data collection, proposed an incentive mechanism based on reputation to maximize the reward for data collectors. In [20], two kinds of auction incentive mechanism framework based on privacy protection are designed to achieve the approximate minimization of social cost.

Research on participant selection in crowdsensing: In [21], Li et al. study dynamic (real-time) and heterogeneous (with different time and space coverage requirements) sensing tasks and propose offline and online algorithms for dynamic participant selection of heterogeneous sensing tasks. According to the model proposed in [22], a group based method is adopted for selection, and the participants in the group complete the sensing task by using the combination function of smart phones. Literature [23] proposes a data collection mechanism for participants’ reputation perception and divides it into two types of participants: direct sending and indirect sending, dynamically updating participants’ reputation to select task participants reasonably. Literature [24] aims to optimize the number of participants and reduce the cost of tasks on the basis of meeting the requirements of task coverage. In [25], Guo et al. propose a visual group intelligence perception framework called UtiPay, which selects participants and data from both macro and micro aspects. In [26], Liu et al., based on the historical activity track data of participants, select the appropriate participants in the sensing area to complete the sensing task. In [27], Li et al. study the privacy of bidding on the basis of time and space and propose a privacy protection participant selection scheme with scalable grouping. In [28], aimed at completing the sensing task with the minimum execution time, a participant selection scheme based on location
information in urban area is proposed by using vehicle ad hoc network.

The above literature has done a lot of research and discussion on incentive mechanism and participants’ selection, but this work is only based on the premise that participants are not affected by the time when they perform tasks. For the incentive mechanism, the above work does not consider that participants’ work and rest conditions have an impact on the competition time of tasks, not considering also the incentive for the insufficient time period of participants. For the participants’ selection, this paper requires participants to collect continuous sensing data for a period of time, but the above work cannot be effectively applied to the tasks related to the time window. In order to solve the above problems, in this paper, the specific task sensing time is divided, and an incentive mechanism based on time window is proposed, which can attract participants to cover the task time by high reward for the task time period with insufficient participants. Due to the differences in the credibility of different participants, this paper proposes a time window related participant selection strategy. The goal is to maximize the platform data benefit based on covering the task time window.

3. System Model and Problem Formulation

In this scenario, there is a task publishing platform and many participants. The task publishing platform wants to collect sensing data in a continuous period of time. This paper assumes that the task publishing platform releases a sensing task, which requires continuous monitoring for several days. After the platform publishes the tasks, all participants report their sensing time period and bid price in the first day. According to the sensing time period and bid price of participants, the platform selects appropriate participants to participate in the sensing tasks. It is not difficult to understand that most participants are more willing to participate in sensing tasks during the day, and only a few are willing to participate in sensing tasks at night. This requires an incentive mechanism to stimulate more people to participate in the nighttime data collection. In this paper, an incentive mechanism is proposed to reward the night participants. Through continuous bonus accumulation and iteration, more and more people are gradually stimulated to participate in the night sensing data. Table 1 shows common parameters.

In this paper, the sensing time period of tasks is defined as 24 hours a day, expressed in $W = [T_s, T_e]. W$ is a unit time period of sensing task. $T_s$ refers to the start time of a unit time period, and $T_e$ refers to the end time of a unit time period. Suppose that a certain number of participants $U = \{1, 2, 3, \ldots, n\}$ are interested in the sensing task, and each participant as a two-tuple $B_i = (T_s, b_i), \forall i \in U. T_s = [s_i, e_i]$ is the time when participants $u_i$ participate in sensing tasks, where $s_i$ is the start time and $e_i$ is the end time. $b_i$ refers to the bid price of participant $u_i$ participating in sensing task. As shown in Figure 2, when collecting continuous sensing data in $N$ time windows, $|T|$ represents the length of a time window. Suppose that there are enough participants in the platform after the incentive; each participant $i$ is represented as $u_i = \{[t^i_1, b^i_1], [t^i_2, b^i_2], \ldots, [t^i_k, b^i_k]\}$, where $t^i_k = \{t^i_{k,s}, t^i_{k,e}\}$ represents the sensing time of participant $u_i$ in the $k$-th time window, $t^i_{k,s}$ is the start time, and $t^i_{k,e}$ is the end time, $b^i_k$ is the bid price of participant $u_i$ in the $k$-th time window.

3.1. Task Publisher. Task publishers put forward requirements for sensing tasks, for example, to collect sensing data of a certain aspect within a certain range, then send the requirements for sensing tasks to the mobile task platform, and upload the reward to the platform.

3.2. Sensing Participants. After the participants get the task information in the task area, they can decide whether to accept these subtasks according to their own situation. When the sensing participant receives the sensing task, the sensing data is collected and processed by the smart device, and then the sensing data is uploaded to the mobile task platform.

3.3. Mobile Task Platform. According to the requirements of sensing tasks, the mobile task platform divides the tasks reasonably and selects the appropriate participants to send them the sensing tasks. At the same time, the data collected by the participants are processed, analyzed, and integrated; then the sensing data is returned to the task publisher; and the participants who participate in the sensing task are rewarded.

Considering the regularity of participants’ work and rest, a unit time period of the task is divided into daytime time period and nighttime period. This paper designs an incentive mechanism and sets the amount to be paid to participants according to different time periods and participants’ participation. In order to compensate participants for participating in tasks and attract more participants during nighttime, this paper not only pays participants according to their bid price, but also gives them extra rewards. If the nighttime participants are not enough to cover the nighttime sensing time period of the task, this paper will issue the price pool reward before the participants report the perception time period next time, and pay the price pool reward to the nighttime participants after the task is successfully executed.

The goal of this paper is to minimize the sum of rewards paid to participants on the premise that the task is successfully performed, which can be described as an optimization problem as shown in the following formulas:

$$\min \sum_{i \in S} P = p_i + a_i + d_i, \quad (1)$$

$$s.t. \quad W \subseteq \bigcup_{i \in S} [s_i, e_i]. \quad (2)$$

In the objective function, $p_i$ represents the reward paid to $u_i$ according to the bid price. $a_i$ is the additional reward paid to participants in the nighttime period of the task. $d_i$ is the price pool rewards paid to participants in the nighttime period of the task. Participants participating in the daytime period of the task have no additional rewards and price pool
rewards, so the rewards and price pool rewards values of those participating in the daytime period of the task are 0. The constraints are shown in (2), where $W$ represents the selected participants to participate in the period of time to cover the whole task.

When there are enough participants to participate in the perception task, it is necessary to select the participants of the sensing task. Task publishers require collecting continuous sensing data in $N$ time windows, so the sensing time of participants selected by the platform in each time window must continuously covers the time window; otherwise, it does not meet the task requirements. In order to get more accurate sensing data, the platform needs to select appropriate participants for each time window, maximize the reliability of the selected participants, and minimize the sensing cost on the premise that the task requirements are met, that is, to maximize the data benefits of the platform. Each time window objective can be described as an optimization problem as shown in the following formulas:

$$\begin{align*}
\max V^k &= \frac{\sum p^k_i}{\sum b^k_i}, \\
\text{s.t. } T^k_i &\subseteq \bigcup_{s \in S} [t^k_s, t^k_{s+1}].
\end{align*}$$

(3)

(4)

In the objective function (3), $p^k_i$ is the sensing data reliability of participant $u_i$ in the $k$-th time window of the task, and $b^k_i$ is the bid price of participant $u_i$ in the $k$-th time window of the task. In this paper, the ratio of the total data reliability of the selected participant and the total bid price in a time window is defined as the data benefits of the time window. In (3), $V^k$ represents the data benefits in the $k$-th time window. The constraint (4) indicates that the time window participated by the selected participant can cover the time window of the whole task.

4. PJIM and PS-TWDT Algorithm Design

4.1. PJIM Incentive Mechanism Design. In the process of participant selection, most participants tend to participate in sensing tasks at daytime, so this paper assumes that there are enough participants to participate in sensing tasks at daytime. At night, most of the participants will give up participating in the sensing task and choose to rest. Therefore, there may not be enough participants in the sensing task at night. For the convenience of understanding, this paper changes one unit time period of the task from 0 to 24 to 0 to 12. To sum up, a unit time period of the task is divided into daytime and nighttime. In this paper, the nighttime period is 0 to 6 o'clock, and the daytime period is 6 to 12 o'clock.

4.1.1. Extra Reward Mechanism. Because the nighttime of sensing task is not consistent with the working time of most participants, there are not enough nighttime participants in the sensing task. In order to encourage more participants to participate in the nighttime period of the task, this paper sets up extra rewards as shown in (5) to reward participants who complete the nighttime period of the task.

$$a_i = f_i \cdot |e_i - s_i| \cdot \text{weight},$$

(5)

where $a_i$ is the extra reward paid to participant $u_i$, $f_i$ represents the lowest single value of participants in the daytime period of the task. The single value is the ratio of the participants’ bid price to the sensing task duration. $|e_i - s_i|$ is the participation time length of participant $u_i$ in the sensing task at night. Weight represents the proportion of the number of participants at the daytime of the task to the total number of participants. The extra reward at the nighttime of the task is directly proportional to the number of participants at the daytime of the task. The more the participants at the daytime of the task, the higher the extra reward paid to participants at the nighttime of the task.

4.1.2. Price Pool Reward Mechanism. If there are not enough participants in the nighttime period of the task within the first unit time period of the task, the task of this unit time period will not be completed. When selecting participants, the participation time period should be reported in advance. The goal is that the selected participants should cover the whole time period. In order to promote enough participants to complete the task in the unit time period of the next task, this paper sets a price pool mechanism to encourage participants to participate in the nighttime period of the next task, and issues the price pool reward amount before participants report the next sensing time period. The reward amount of the price pool is calculated by the following formula:

$$\text{pond} = f_i \cdot |T_{e_i} - T_{s_i}| \cdot \text{weight},$$

(6)

where pond is the price pool reward amount. $f_i$ represents the lowest single value of participants in the daytime period of the task. $|T_{e_i} - T_{s_i}|$ indicates the duration of the task nighttime period. Weight represents the proportion of the number of participants at the daytime of the task to the total number of participants. If the second unit time period of the task is still not completed, that is, participants in the nighttime period of the task are still insufficient, and the price pool reward amount is overlapped until the task can be completed, the price pool reward will be paid to participants in the nighttime period of the task.

This paper introduces an important parameter, the private target threshold $G_t$ of participant $u_i$, $\forall i \in U$. The paper assumes that when the published prize pool amount is greater than the private target threshold of the participant, the participant is satisfied and will be willing to participate in the task night sensing period in the next unit period of the task. Since most participants are not greedy in real life, this assumption is reasonable [29]. In this paper, all sets of participants whose private target threshold is less than the price pool amount are represented by a night backup set $S_{n}$.

According to the work and rest rules of the participants, the unit time of the task is divided into daytime and nighttime, and the incentive mechanism is set up, including extra reward and price pool reward to attract enough participants to participate in the nighttime tasks, so as to ensure the successful implementation of the task. The goal of this paper is to minimize the compensation paid to participants...
on the premise that tasks are successfully executed. First, it is determined whether the nighttime period can be covered by the participation time period of participants. If so, the MST algorithm in literature [30] is used to select the set of participants with the minimum sum of payment and calculate the extra reward amount for nighttime participants. If the nighttime participants are not enough to complete the sensing task, the price pool reward amount will be calculated and announced before the next participant reports the sensing time period.

(1) Initialize the participant set \( U \), the corresponding participation time period is \( L \), the bid price is \( B \), and set the price pool reward is \( pond = 0 \).

(2) Rank participants in ascending order of sensing start time reported.

(3) Judge whether the start time of the first participant covers the start time \( T_s \) of the task. If so, perform the next step. Otherwise, calculate the price pool reward, end the algorithm, and return the price pool reward pond of the day.

(4) Determine the task duration of each participant \( u \) in the participant set.

(5) Judge whether the reported time period of the night participant can continuously cover the night task period. If so, perform the next step. Otherwise, calculate the price pool reward and the algorithm ends and return the price pool reward \( pond \) of the day.

(6) Use the MST algorithm to select the participant set \( S \) with the lowest total bid price.

(7) Calculate the extra reward \( a_i \) of the selected participants in the nighttime period, and then give different rewards to the selected participants who participate in the task in different time periods.


\textbf{Input:} set of participants $U$, set of initial mobile phone battery $E$, set of initial credit value $R$, task duration $T$

\textbf{Output:} Selected participants $S$, Data benefit $V$

(1) for $i = 1$ to $N$ do
(2) $c_i \leftarrow$ Calculate the amount of sensing data
(3) $p_j \leftarrow$ Calculate sensing data reliability
(4) end for
(5) Sort participants by end time incrementally
(6) for $i = 1$ to $N$ do
(7) if $T_i \in [t_{i_\text{min}}, t_{i_\text{max}}]$ then
(8) $\text{pre}(i) \leftarrow (-1), P(i) = p_i, B(i) = b_i$;
(9) else
(10) $\text{pre}(i) \leftarrow \arg \max j < i \left( P(j) + p_i/B(j) + b_i \right)$
(11) $P(i) \leftarrow P(\text{pre}(i)) + p_i, B(i) \leftarrow B(\text{pre}(i)) + b_i$
(12) end if
(13) end for
(14) $i \leftarrow \arg \max T_j \in [t_{i_\text{min}}, t_{i_\text{max}}], j \in U \left( P(j) + p_i/B(j) + b_i \right)$
(15) $V \leftarrow P(i)/B(i)$
(16) while $i \neq -1$
(17) $S \leftarrow S \cup \{i\}, i \leftarrow \text{pre}(i)$
(18) for all $i \in U$ do
(19) $c_i \leftarrow 0$
(20) end for
(21) for all $i \in S$ do
(22) $c_i \leftarrow b_i$
(23) end for
(24) Return($S, V$)
(25) for all $i \in S$ do
(26) Calculate the degree of willingness to participate
(27) Calculated data quality
(28) Calculate the trust state feedback value
(29) $r_i \leftarrow$ Update participant credit value
(30) end for

\textbf{Algorithm 2:} PS-TWDT participant selection algorithm.

(8) The algorithm ends, and return the selected participant set $S$ and the paid reward $P$.

4.2. PS-TWDT Participant Selection. When the participants at night meet our requirements, we need to select the participants based on the differences in their credit, participation time, and other aspects. Therefore, this paper proposes two aspects: One is the participant selection method based on dynamic programming algorithm, which aims to maximize the data benefit on the basis of covering the task time window. The second is that the credit value updating mechanism of participants updates the credit value of participants according to the willingness of participants to perform tasks and the quality of data collected.

4.2.1. Data Reliability Definition. Because the sensor nodes in the mobile crowdsensing network are no longer sensor devices deployed by professionals, but ordinary people carrying smart devices, the accuracy of the sensing data provided by participants is low and there are individual differences. The accuracy of sensing data directly affects the results of sensing tasks, so the platform should select participants reasonably in order to meet the task requirements and obtain more reliable sensing data. The reliability of participants is mainly related to two factors. The first is the credibility of participants themselves, that is, the credit value of participants. The higher the credit value of the participants, the higher the reliability of the perceived data. The second is the amount of sensing data that participants can provide. The larger the amount of data, the more the high-quality data, and the higher the data reliability. According to the above two points, the reliability of participants defined in this paper is shown in the following formula:

\[
R^k_i = r_i * \frac{d^k_i}{|t^k_i - t^k_j|},
\]

where $R^k_i$ represents the reliability of participant $u_i$ in the $k$-th time window; $r_i$ represents the credit value of the participant, which reflects the past performance of the task; $d^k_i/|t^k_i - t^k_j|$ represents the amount of data perceived by participants in a unit time; and $d^k_i$ represents the amount of sensing data that the participant $u_i$ can provide in the $k$-th time window and $d^k_i$ is mainly determined by the power of the smart device that the participant carries [26]. The specific relationship is shown in formula (8), where $E^k_i$ is the initial power of the device when the participant $u_i$ participates in the $k$-th time window of the
task, $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are parameters in the functional relationship, $\alpha$ is 8.179, and $\beta$ is 0.4633.

$$d_k = \alpha \times (E_k)^{\beta}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

4.2.2. Credit Value Update Mechanism. In this paper, the credit value of participants is defined as $r_i$, which is quantified as a value within the range $[0, 1]$. A credit value of 0 indicates complete untrustworthiness, 0.5 indicates uncertainty, and 1 indicates complete credibility. The initial credit value of participants involved in the sensing task for the first time is set to 0.5, which indicates the uncertainty of credit at the initial time. In order to make the credit value of participants more accurately reflect the credibility of participants, this paper designs a credit value update mechanism, which updates the credit value of participants according to the performance of participants after each task time window. Before introducing the mechanism of updating reputation value, we first introduce the trust state feedback value. The definition of trust state feedback value is divided into two parts: degree of willingness to participate and data quality.

(1) Degree of Willingness to Participate. The degree of willingness to participate is shown in (9), indicating the degree of participation in sensing tasks, where $|t_k - t_s|/T$ represents the time proportion of perception task participants in the $k$-th time window. The larger the time proportion is, the higher the enthusiasm of task participants is. In order to avoid the one-sided influence brought by single factor measurement of willingness to participate, this paper adds the current power $E_k$ of mobile devices when participants engage in the $k$-th time window; the more the power is, the more active they are in the sensing task.

$$w_k = E_k \times \left| \frac{t_k - t_s}{T} \right|.$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

(2) Data Quality. The data quality is shown in (10). $E_k$ represents the data quality provided by the $k$-th time window of participant $u_i$, including timeliness $e_i$, completeness $\eta_i$, accuracy $\omega_i$, and value $\lambda_i$. In this paper, these four factors are simply quantified as values in $[0, 1]$. 0 represents poor timeliness, incompleteness, inaccuracy, and no value of the data collected by participants; the data quality is totally unreliable. 1 means the collected data is timely, complete, accurate, and valuable; the data quality is completely reliable.

$$q_k = e_i \times \eta_i \times \omega_i \times \lambda_i.$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)
(3) Trust State Feedback Value. The calculation method of the trust state feedback value is obtained by comparing the trust status of participants in the task with the average trust status of other selected participants in the task, as shown in (11). $f_k$ represents the trust state feedback value obtained after the participant $u_i$ participated in the $k$-th time window. The higher the willingness and data quality of participant $u_i$ are, the more accurate and reliable the perception task is, and the higher the feedback value of trust state is. In addition, the trust state is inversely proportional to the reward received by the participants. The higher the reward received by the participants, the higher the cost of data collection by the platform, which is not conducive to the completion of perception tasks. At this time, the trust state is lower.

$$r^k_i = \log_2 \left( \frac{w_i^k + q_i^k}{c_i^k} + 1 \right) - \log_2 \left( \sum \frac{w_i^k + q_i^k}{c_i^k} + 1 \right).$$

(4) Credit Value Update. At the end of each task time window, the platform updates the current credit value of the participant according to the trust status feedback value of the participant in this time window, as shown in (12) [31], and the updated credit value will be the credit value of the participant participating in the next time window.

$$r_i = \frac{1}{\pi} \arctan \left( r_i + r^k_i \right) + \frac{1}{2}.$$

In this paper, data reliability parameters are defined according to the sensing data quantity and credit value of
participants when they participate in tasks. The goal of this paper is to ensure that the sensing time of the selected participants in each task time window continuously covers the time window, and maximize the data benefit in each time window. Finally, the compensation is paid according to the bid price of the selected participants. The pseudocode selected by the participants is shown in Algorithm 2, and the detailed description is as follows:

1. Initialize participant set $U$, corresponding to participation time window, bid price, battery of the mobile phone, and credit value.
2. Calculate the sensing data quantity and sensing data reliability of participants.
3. Sort all participants incrementally by end time.
4. Use dynamic programming algorithm to select the participant set $S$ with the greatest data benefit.
5. Calculate data benefit $V$.
6. Reward participants according to their bid price.
7. End of the algorithm, and return to the selected participant set $S$ and data benefit $V$.

5. Performance Evaluation

5.1. PJIM and PS-TWDT Experimental Settings. In this paper, we propose an incentive mechanism based on the specific division of the time period of the sensing task. Considering the time period reported by the mobile participants, we use the dynamic programming algorithm to select the participants, and carry out different incentive mechanisms for the participants in different time periods. In order to verify the effectiveness of the mechanism proposed in this paper, simulation experiments are carried out in MATLAB R2016a experimental environment, and the results are compared and analyzed. At the same time, in order to verify the effectiveness of the participant selection mechanism proposed in this paper, the experimental results are compared with MST [30] and random participant selection (Random) in terms of data reliability, data benefit, and sensing cost.

Here is the random participant selection method. In this paper, the length of a time window of the task is set to 12 hours. There are 100 participants in each time window of the task. For example, if the task is from 0 o’clock to 12 o’clock, then the selected participants need to cover this time when performing the task. Thus, the random selection method will sort all the participants by their starting time incrementally. Then select the participants from 0 o’clock. For the sake of understanding, let us assume that there are three participants. The first participant reported that the task was performed from 0 o’clock to 2 o’clock. The second participant reported that the task was performed from 1 o’clock to 3 o’clock. The third participant reported that the task was performed from 2 o’clock to 4 o’clock. When choosing one of the three participants at random, you must cover the time point of 0 o’clock. Suppose you pick the first person at random. Thus, the end time for the first person is 2 o’clock. Next, when you select participants, you need to include 2 o’clock and so on, covering directly up to 12 o’clock, until the selection process is complete.

In order to verify the effectiveness of PJIM mechanism, $m$ participants were simulated in MATLAB experimental environment. Because the participants in the crowdsensing are nonprofessionals, the process of sensing data is very random. In order to simulate the actual sensing task, this paper assumes that the bid price of participants is a random value obtained from the uniform distribution of $[1, 10]$, and the private target threshold of each participant is also a random value obtained from the uniform distribution of $[1, 10]$. Then verify the effectiveness of PS-TWDT. Suppose that the task publisher requires collecting the data of the air quality in a region from 6:00 to 18:00 for ten consecutive
days. In order to simulate the actual sensing task, this paper sets a time window of 12 hours and executes 10 time windows continuously. The candidate number of participants is 100. Randomly set the sensing time reported by the participants, and the bid price of the participants is subject to the uniform distribution on the interval [1, 10]. The electric power of participants’ equipment is subject to the uniform distribution on [1, 100], and the timeliness, completeness, accuracy, and value of participants are subject to the uniform distribution on [0, 1].

5.2. Experimental Results

5.2.1. Number of People in Backup Set at Night. Set task time \( T = 12 \) and task quantity as 1. When the number of mobile participants \( u \) and task price pool change, this will affect the number of backup participants at night. As the number of mobile participants increases from 10 to 60, the number of corresponding night backup sets increases. This is because when the number of mobile participants increases, the private target threshold of mobile participants will also increase. For the same price pool, more participants will participate in the sensing task. At the same time, when the number of participants remains the same, the price pool increases, and the corresponding number of night backup sets increases. This is because when the number of participants remains the same, the price pool amount increases cumulatively, which gradually meets the private target threshold of participants, so the number of nighttime backup sets increases as shown in Figure 3.

5.2.2. Price Pool Reward. Set task time \( T = 12 \) and task quantity as 1. When the number of mobile participants \( u \) and sensing task days change, the price pool amount will be affected. As the number of days of unfinished tasks increases, the price pool amount increases. This is because the initial amount of the price pool is small at the beginning of the task release. With the increase of time, the amount of the price pool gradually accumulates. When the number of unfinished tasks increases gradually, the price pool amount will meet the private target threshold of all participants. As the number of participants in the sensing task increases from 30 to 60, the price pool amount generally decreases as shown in Figure 4.

5.2.3. Night Participants’ Compensation and Day Participants’ Compensation. Figure 5 shows the change in rewards given to night and day participants as the number of mobile participants increases. It can be seen from the figure that the payment for night participants is significantly higher than that for day participants. This is because participants are compensated for participating in tasks during the nighttime period to attract more participants. The average payment for night participants is 17.2607, while the average payment for day participants is 12.

5.2.4. Ratio of the Number of People in the Backup Set at Night to the Total Number of People. Figure 6 shows the change in the ratio of the number of night backup participants to the total number of participants as the number of days of unfinished tasks increases. It can be seen from the figure that, with the increase of the number of days of unfinished tasks, the price pool reward will increase, which will meet the private target threshold of more people. Finally, the ratio of the number of people in the nighttime backup set to the total number of people will reach 1.

5.2.5. Data Reliability. In terms of verifying data reliability, two trend charts of data reliability in Figures 7 and 8 are obtained as the number of task time windows increases. In Figure 7, the ordinate is the average data reliability of the selected participants in a single time window. In the figure, it can be clearly seen that as the number of time windows for task execution increases from 1 to 10, the proposed PS-TWDT selection method is superior to MST and Random in terms of average data reliability in each time window. This is because the data reliability of participants should be fully considered in the selection process of the proposed algorithm. In each time window, participants with high data reliability are selected based on dynamic programming algorithm. In Figure 8, the ordinate is the cumulative data reliability of the selected participants in a single time window. As the number of time windows for task execution increases from 1 to 10, the cumulative increase speed of the PS-TWDT selection method proposed in this paper is significantly faster than the other two selection methods in terms of the total data reliability.

5.2.6. Data Benefit. In terms of data benefits, two trend charts of data benefits in Figures 9 and 10 were obtained as the number of task time windows increased. In Figure 9, the ordinate is the average data benefit of the selected participants in a single time window. As the number of time windows for task execution increases from 1 to 10, although the average data benefit of PS-TWDT selection method proposed in this paper fluctuates greatly, the average data benefit in each time window is better than MST and Random. Because the trust state update mechanism is added to PS-TWDT, each participant selected in the continuous execution task has a high credit value and high data reliability. And due to the dynamic programming algorithm adopted, the ratio between the total reliability selected in each time window and the sum of bid price is the largest, so the data benefit of the last selected participant is the highest. In Figure 10, the ordinate is the cumulative data benefit of the selected participants in a single time window. As the number of task execution time windows increases from 1 to 10, the cumulative growth rate of the PS-TWDT selection method proposed in this paper is significantly faster than the other two selection methods in terms of data benefit, and the gap is gradually increasing.
5.2.7. The Average Cost. In terms of the average data cost, the change trend chart of the average data cost with the increase of the number of task time windows is obtained in Figure 11, in which the ordinate is the average cost of the selected participants in a single time window. As the number of time windows for task execution increases from 1 to 10, we can see that the average data cost of PS-TWDT and MST proposed in this paper is not much different and much lower than that of Random method. This is because, in the process of selecting participants, both the participant selection mechanism and MST proposed in this paper adopt the dynamic programming algorithms, which take the bid price into account when selecting participants, while the Random method does not take the bid price into account; its average data cost is higher than the other two methods, and its fluctuation range is the largest.

6. Conclusions

In the crowdsensing problem that the sensing task depends on the time period, this paper divides the specific time and then proposes an incentive mechanism, PJIM, which gives different rewards to participants in different time periods, setting additional rewards and price pools to attract participants to participate in a smaller number of sensing time periods. Finally, the simulation results show that the incentive mechanism has a higher reward for the time period with a small number of participants and can attract more participants to participate in the sensing task. When selecting participants, this paper proposes a participant selection mechanism, PS-TWDT, to solve the time window related participant selection problem in mobile crowdsensing. Some of the participants’ own factors are taken into consideration in the selection, and, at the same time, the credit value updating mechanism is introduced, which can dynamically update the credit value of the participants after each task is performed, thus improving the reliability and data efficiency of the collected data.
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